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DESCRIPTION POWERMANAGEMENT
TYPE GSSWLR-MI

IN GENERAL

The system based on AEG-Modicon-Micro PLC and consists of the following components:

each generator a) 1 generator breaker control
b) 1 generator protection system
c) 1 load sharing system
d) 1 diesel start unit (only aux.and emerg.diesel)
e) 1 synchronizing unit

For each of the generators the modules a) - c) are mounted on steel plates in generator main switchboard
panel.Module d) will be delivered on separate mounting plate for each   dieselgenerator.Module  e) is mounted
on a separate plate for all generators.
The generator protection system is connected to two power supplies: one via an AC/DC transformer from the
mains and 24VDC from the automatic batteries.
If the 24 VDC supply fails, the safety  functions are still available.

FUNCTIONS

Following functions are available:

1.) Generator protection with: a) non essential consumer trip at 100 % current
b) breaker off at 110% nominal current
c) breaker off at 300% nominal current(short circuit)
d) overvoltage >120% = alarm
e) overvoltage >125% breaker off + deexcitation
f) undervoltage alarm(85%) and breaker off(50%)
g) underfrequency alarm(95%) and breaker off(90%)
h) reverse power monitoring (only aux.diesel)-10%
i)  phase failure

The generator breaker is blocked after automatic shut off function. It has to be released with the reset/off button.
The DAO 216 card indicates all shutdown functions and limit values.

2.) Generator breaker control

All signals of breaker control will be handled and checked by PLC . There is a control for winding up and
switching on the generator circuit breaker. Generator circuit breaker in Plug in rack technique will be monitoring
for position.Load monitoring will be suppressed in case of test position. The breaker control is active,after 85%
nominal voltage has been reached.
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3.) Synchronizing

The system is adjusting the frequency in automatic mode and switching on,after it is in parallel to the busbar
frequency.In manual mode the revolution will be adjusted by switch with PLC in- and output to the speed
governor at the aux.diesel.

HD1 - HD2 - HD3

The selector switches are in automatic position.The aux.diesel must  be start manually on tableau key F1.After
switching on the load sharing starts automatically.

Dieselgenerator 1 ..3 Synchronizing from / to Shaftgenerator

All selector switches are in automatic position, the coupling breaker is "On".)The revo-lution of the diesel
generator will be adjusted.After switching on of the circuit breaker shaft generator the system unloaded the
diesel engine and switches off the breaker,if the load is down to 10% for at least of 20 sec. The diesel engine
must be stopped manually.
To synchronize the dieselgenerator again without stop, the selector switch must be change over manual back to
automatic. Synchronization from Shaftgenerator to diesel-generator begins with manual start on tableau,all
selector switches are in automatic position.After the breaker is "On" , the system increases the dieselgenerator
frequency,  unloads the shaftgenerator and switch the breaker off, if the load is below 10% for at least of 20 sec.

Coupling breaker (DG and shaft generator supplies two separate busbars)

The synchronization of coupling breaker has to be handle from the manual synchronizing switch. After
synchronizing the breaker of dieselgenerator or shaftgenerator must be switch off manually. If not, the coupling
breaker will be switch off after 30 sec. automatically.

4.) Load sharing

The system has a load sharing between parallel running dieselgenerators.This function is working about the PLC
Interfaces with data communication and will be permanent monitored. In case of failure, the system sends a
signal to the alarmsystem.

5.) Black out Start

After a black out in operation with shaftgenerator, the diesel engine 1 everytime starts first. If the engine
disturbed, not in automatic mode or doesn' t start after three trials, the  start order will be given to diesel 2 , then
3.
The diesel start units and the generator protection system are everytime working in the same mode.That will be
indicate on the start tableau by LED's.
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6) Bowthruster operation

This operation is only possible with two dieselgenerator in parallel or the shaftgenerator.

7.) Control of emergency generator

a) Emergency operation

The selector switch in the emergency switchboard has to be in automatic mode always. In this case, the system
monitors the transferline and the transferline breaker.If one of these fails, the diesel starts automatically and
supplies the emergency switchboard.
After voltage returned to the transferline,the generator breaker switches off after 20sec.and the transferline
breaker will be switch on.The emergency diesel stops after a cooling down period of 60 sec.

b) Reverse supply

The operation of the emergency generator to supply the main switchboard can only be controlled from the
emergency switchboard. The selector switch in the emergency switchboard and on the dieselgenerator in the
main switchboard has to be in automatic mode. The emergency diesel starts after pushing the button "Reverse
supply MSB On" and synchronizes automatically.If the total load on main switchboard more than 90% of
nominal generator load,the synchronization will be blocked and the light in "ON" pushbutton is flashing. There
is a parallel running with the dieselgenerators only for loadtransfer, that means after synchronization the system
unloads the dieselgenerator and switches off the breaker.

Change over from reverse supply to normal operation:

- Start aux.diesel1 / 2 / 3 manually
- selector switches are in automatic position
After the dieselgenerator is "On", the system unloads the emergency generator and switches off the breaker.
The emergency diesel stops after a cooling down period of 60 sec.
The operation "reverse supply" is also only running with a normally working communica-
tion exchange between the PLC's of the system.In case of failure, the system switches automatically back in sea
mode, the disturbance never has an influence to the control of emergency generator.

8.) Emergency diesel start unit  Type DSGN-MICRO

If the transferlinevoltage or the transferline breaker fails, the unit starts the emergency diesel and stops after
feedback signal from the transferline and "breaker off" signal,further a reverse supply (see 7b) is avaiable.
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Sea mode

- The system is selectable to "automatic" in the emergency switchboard
- These mode will be indicate in the display for a short time and steady with LED F4
- the signal "clear" ( from a switch key ) will be also indicate in the display for a short time and steady

with LED  F5.
- without signal "clear" , the start is blocked.
- the common alarmrelay K5 is normally on.
- the diesel starts after phase failure at transferline or transferline breaker failure.

  - after signal "ignition speed" or "gen.voltage > 85%",the start will be  interrupted
- 10 sec. after signal "generatorvoltage>85%",the generator breaker must be "on", if not ,there is an

indication "breaker failure" and the diesel stops.
- if the signal "ignition speed" present and not "generatorvoltage>85%", there is an indication "generator

failure" and the diesel stops.
- if the signal "generatorvoltage>85%" present and not the signal "ignition speed" there is an indication

"tachofailure",the diesel doesn't stops.
- after feedback signal from the transferline and "breaker off" signal,the cooling down period starts for 1

minute.
- this will be indicate on display.
- a new failure interrupts the cooling down period.

Manual operation

- The system is selectable to "manual"   
- with function key F1 and F2 the diesel can be start or stop
- The LED's indicates

∞ in F1 - Diesel running
∞ in F2 - Diesel stop

- Overspeed , luboil pressure min., cooling water temperature max. are automatic stops
- Failure must be reset with function key F8.
- The monitoring is avaiable in manual and automatic mode
- The unit starts max. three times in sea mode.
- after three times without success there is a  indication "startfailure"
- if the fuse 1F2 fails,there is a signal "sensor failure"
- All disturbances and also the change over to manual mode will send via alarm relay K5 to the alarm

system

9.) Diesel Start  unit Type DSG-MICRO

construction

The unit will be delivered on a mounting plate ready for connection with all necessary terminals and relays. An
AEG Modicon PLC Type 311 03 takes on control. Operation of the unit is via eight function keys at the panel.
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The function keys enable the following function :
F1 = Diesel Start
F2 = Diesel Stop
F3 = Diesel Manual
F4 = Diesel Automatic
F5 = Indication LED Diesel Clear (Key without function)
F6 = Spare
F7 = Spare
F8 = Reset Failures

LED's  with the following functions are intended for the function keys :

LED in F1 = Diesel running
LED in F2 = Diesel stop
LED in F3 = Diesel control Manual
LED in F4 = Diesel control Automatic
LED in F5 = Diesel ready
LED in F8 = Failures can be acknowledged

" Manual", "Automatic" and  "Diesel ready" are for a short time on screen and permanent indicate by LED.

Manual operation

If the diesel is ready, it can be started by F1.All monitoring functions are operating.

Automatic operation

Automatic operation can be selected by switch. In "Automatic" the Black out monitoring is active .If there is not
at signal on input 8, the diesel starts automatically.There will be three start trials of 5 sec. each with 5 sec.break
every time. The start process will be interrupted in case of ignition speed (input13) or generatorvoltage>85%
(input 9).After three trials the starting process will be stopped and "Startfailure" is indicate on the screen. Relay
K4 drops and the start signal will be given to the next diesel, that is in "Automatic" and "ready" position.If an
engine is not in Automatic, is not ready or disturbed,the start order will be given immediately to the next
engine.If the main busbar fed via shaft generator and all diesel are switched to "automatic ",diesel 1 will start
first and be released as mentioned before.The connection of the start units has to be done as mentioned in
drawing B3 - DSGMIS-HD sheet 16.

Failure indication

The unit processes and signals the folowing failures:
" Diesel not ready " (no remote signal on input 16)
" Tacho failure" (signal "generatorvoltage>85%",no signal "ignition speed")
"Generatorfailure"              (signal "ignition speed", no signal "generatorvoltage>85%")
"Gen.breaker failure"          (signal "generatorvoltage>85%",black out signal remains)
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"Start failure"                     (signal after three unsuccessful trials)
"Sensorfailure"                   (fuse 1F2 defective, no signal on input 15 )

Automatic Stop

The unit stops the diesel  engine and signals failure on the display:

Overspeed
Coolingwater temperature max.
Luboil pressure min.

A common alarm of the failure signals will be sent via K5 to the engine alarmsystem.The generator breaker will
be switched off via K2A to avoid reverse power in case of automatic stops and parallel running aggregates.
Via K3 pressure alarms of auxiliary diesel can be suppressed in the alarmsystem.
K3 releases, when the diesel has been reached ignition speed + 10 sec.
The power supply of the units should not to be done from the starter batteries.
When there are no variations of functions, the display screen changes to "ASI" standard picture after one minute.
All of  LED's remain in the selected mode.

Bremen , den 29.01.2001


